Humphrey Hails Scientists' Work; Wants Them Out of Policymaking

Scientists alive valuable information, but they should not be allowed to make policy decisions, according to Robert Humphrey, Democratic senior senator from Minnesota. Speaking in Kent last Monday, he said, "Science plays an essential role, and fulfills a key function in government. However, it is wrong to have political decisions to scientists. Although the senator has as near sight to his opinions as the next citizen, he cannot decide policy, and should not be allowed to make policy decisions, even within his capability." In conclusion, Humphrey said, "Experts should be out, not on top." He elaborated, "In this great university, there are people who can help the world. Why is the scientific community still in the government?" Humphrey praised MIT for its contributions to the country, and re-emphasized his point. In his final words, he said, "Your guidance will be helpful."

Criticized by Soviet Union

Humphrey's comments were criticized by the Soviet government. It has been suggested that "we cannot trust the Soviet Union... as the government has never said 'I'm going to be gone for five dollars to help finance the program.'" Humphrey's statement was made during a meeting with the Soviet delegation. He said, "In this great university, there are people who can help the world. Why is the scientific community still in the government?"

A Harvard Law professor said, "Your guidance will be helpful."

He also criticized the "collective leadership of socialism," which he said is a "dangerous" policy. Humphrey commented, "President Truman long ago warned that this would fail in its infancy... The USPS always manages to appeal to people even though it doesn't really believe in them, while the United States government can only appeal to its own people.

Burton Audio Lines

Plagued by Wiretap

"The annual Institute Military Day took place Tuesday despite continu- ed harassment. The marchers were greeted with a large banner and a large crowd on the reviewing stand to the sound of military music. The annual Institute Military Day exercises are sponsored by the Institute Military Department and are traditionally held in the academic year. The exercises are held to commemorate the anniversary of the founding of the Institute of Technology.

ISRAEL SERVICES, BIBLE COLOQUIUM

Tompkins at 8 in the chapel, MIT Hillel, in co-operation with BU and Simmons, will hold Sabbath services and a Shabbath dinner in honor of the first Jewish Student Union. The events will be open to all members of the Harvard community.

Hecklers' Fall-Away

Disturb RTC
day

The annual Institute Military Day took place Tuesday despite continued harassment. The marchers were greeted with a banner and a large crowd on the reviewing stand to the sound of military music. The annual Institute Military Day exercises are sponsored by the Institute Military Department and are traditionally held in the academic year. The exercises are held to commemorate the anniversary of the founding of the Institute of Technology.

The RTD Council, a new organization formed to provide a voice for the student body, was formed in response to the disturbances that occurred last week. The council is made up of representatives from all of the student organizations on campus.
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